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PARTICLES AND FIELDS

THIRD SERIES, VOLUME 39, NUMBER 12 15 JUNE 1989

Neutrino oscillations and uncertainty in the solar model

D. S. Dearborn and G. M. Fuller
Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, University of California, Laurrence Lioermore National Laboratory,

Li Uerm ore, California 94550
(Received 24 October 1988)

The Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) resonant neutrino oscillation mechanism is investi-
gated for the Sun using a detailed numerical solar model and a modified version of the Parke-
Walker technique for following the neutrino phases through the oscillation resonance. We present
overall solar-neutrino spectra and the associated expected neutrino count rates for the "Cl, "Ga,
and Karniokande detectors for ranges of masses and vacuum mixing angles for two neutrino species.
We also investigate the effects of uncertainties in the solar model. In particular, we examine the
effect of opacity changes on the expected solar-neutrino spectrum and resulting parameter space for
the MSW mechanism. We find that plausible uncertainties in the standard solar model, and in par-
ticular the opacity, translate into significant expansion in the constraints on neutrino masses and
vacuum mixing angles from neutrino experiments. It is shown, however, that forthcoming results
from the Kamiokande solar-neutrino experiment could put stringent constraints on even the ex-
panded MSW parameter space.

I. INTRODUCTION

The results of the Cl solar-neutrino experiment of
Davis, Harmes, and Hoffman' have perplexed astrophysi-
cists for some time because the observed neutrino count
rate [2.1+0.3 SNU (solar-neutrino unit) where 1

SNU= 10 captures/atom of chlorine/sec] is incon-
sistent with the rate predicted from the standard solar
model (=5.8 SNU, Ref. 2). There has been considerable
speculation as to the cause of this discrepancy but most
"classical" solutions examine ways of reducing the cen-
tral temperature by about 4% (cf. Ref. 3).

Recently, however, Mikheyev and Smirnov have
shown that neutrino oscillations could have a resonant
character iri the Sun, where the presumably small vacu-
um mixing of the electron neutrino v, with some other
Aavor of neutrino, v, would be enhanced to the maximal
value for certain density regimes in the Sun determined
by the masses of v, and v and the vacuum mixing angle.
Additionally, an adiabatic condition may be obtained in
which, for a range of neutrino energies and vacuum mix-
ing angles, all v, may be transformed to v (cf. the dis-
cussions in Refs. 4—7).

Since the degree of adiabaticity and hence the com-
pleteness of the v, ~v transformations depends on the
neutrino energies, vacuum mixing angles, and masses
there is a large region of this parameter space which
yields a Cl v, count rate consistent with the result of
Davis, Harmer, and Hoffman. ' Because the Cl detector

is most sensitive to the high-energy solar neutrinos
(E ) 814 keV) from the B and Be decays, transforma-
tion of these high-energy neutrinos is most effective in
lowering the overall neutrino count rate. If the parame-
ters of neutrino masses and vacuum mixing angles are
chosen so that these highest-energy neutrinos go through
the resonance adiabatically then the lowest-energy solar
neutrinos will not go through the resonance adiabatically
and, thus, will not be completely transformed. Alterna-
tively, if the neutrino masses and vacuum mixing angles
are chosen so that the low-energy solar neutrinos go
through the resonance adiabatically, then the highest-
energy neutrinos are only partially transformed. Either
of these scenarios can yield the observed Cl count
rate. ' '

Since the proposed 'Ga experiment has a low thresh-
old energy (E =236 keV) it is sensitive to the solar pp
neutrinos, with the result that the standard solar model
predicts a count rate of —120 SNU in this work (cf. Refs.
2 and 3). The 'Ga experiment is currently being carried
out and there are several proposals to do similar experi-
ments. The two scenarios outlined above for giving the
observed Cl count rate would yield very different 'Ga
results. If the high-energy 8 neutrinos are adiabatically
transformed, then we expect the low-energy pp neutrinos
to be only partially transformed and the 'Ga count rate
should be near the standard solar model value, whereas
partial transformation of the high-energy neutrinos may
imply adiabatic transformation. of the low-energy pp neu-
trinos and hence a much lower 'Ga count rate. Detailed
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calculations and predicted 'Ga count rates for the pa-
rameter space of neutrino masses and mixing angles
which are consistent with the observed Cl count rate
are given in Refs. 5—9.

Determinations of the range of neutrino mixing param-
eters which make the standard solar model consistent
with the observations have typically neglected the quite
significant uncertainty (+2.2 SNU for Cl) in that mod-
el. As we will show, solar models within this stated un-
certainty require a considerably different range of mixing

parameters. In a somewhat more extreme case, a few
percent reduction in the solar interior temperature can
bring the predicted Cl count rate into agreement with
the observed rate, so that the Cl result alone is not con-
vincing proof that neutrino oscillations are occurring.
Many schemes have been devised to bring about such a
lowering of the core temperature; ' while none of these
schemes have been convincingly demonstrated, and some
have been proven wrong, there are still concerns over the
precision of the standard model which must be con-
sidered. Because the pp neutrinos are relatively insensi-
tive to these "classical" solutions, a low 'Ga count rate
would be taken as fair evidence that neutrino oscillations
are occurring in the Sun. A 'Ga count rate close to the
value predicted for the standard solar model will be rela-
tively inconclusive for neutrino oscillations. Similar in-

formation can be obtained by doing other kinds of solar-
neutrino experiments which have different thresholds:
for example, there is an effort to use the Kamiokande ex-
periment as a solar-neutrino detector with a threshold of
about 10 MeV (Ref. 10). While there are possible solu-
tions which do not involve neutrino mixing, we will ex-
arnine a more conservative range of solar models that are
within the range of uncertainty given by Bahcall et al.

II. SOLAR MODEL CALCULATIONS

We developed a stellar evolution code capable of repro-
ducing the standard solar model of Bahcall, Cleveland,
Davis, and Rowley (5.8+2.2 SNU, 1982). In order to
avoid the ambiguity caused by using opacity tables gen-
erated at different epochs and with different cornposi-
tions, we obtained a copy of the table used by Ulnch. "
The "potential lowering" and Coulomb pressure effects in
our equation of state were then modified to agree with
that used in the standard model.

The model contained 500 mass zones and was evolved
to an age of 4.55 Gyr in 75 time steps, each convergent to
an accuracy of 10 . We obtained a model giving 5.6
SNU for the Cl detection. The remaining discrepancy
is attributed to residual difference in the equation of state.

We have used a modified version of the Parke-Walker
technique to calculate the solar-neutrino spectra corre-
sponding to various neutrino mass differences and vacu-
um mixing angles. We were then able to modify our solar
model, allow for self-consistent changes in solar opacity,
and perform a detailed numerical integration of neutrino
mixing throughout the Sun.

The main sources of uncertainty in the standard model
are related to the reaction rates and the opacity (with
contributions from both composition and physics approx-

imations). While the reaction rate uncertainty is based
on data, the opacity uncertainty is based on comparison
of computer code calculations using many approxima-
tions to the microphysics. While the accuracy of the opa-
city tables provided by Los Alamos' are clearly adequate
for most astrophysical applications this accuracy has
been called into question at the 20—50 /o level in a num-
ber of astrophysical situations. "' However, the obser-
vations which convict with the stellar models are mainly
sensitive to temperatures lower than that of the solar
core. Concern for the accuracy of the opacities has led to
new attempts to calculate the opacity. ' ' These efforts
generally include improved atomic physics, and a reex-
amination of other issues such as occupation numbers in
a dense gas, line widths, mixing in a fully coupled plasma,
etc. In the absence of experimental verification of the
physics approximations used in these codes under the
condition of local thermodynamic equilibrium it is
dificult to assign a real estimate of the accuracy of the
opacity in use.

Comparison of new code calculations at Livermore in-
dicate differences as much as 50%%uo are possible in cooler
regions, but in the interior where the neutrinos are
formed, the accuracy is probably better than 15%%uo (unless
there is some gross composition difference). This is not
enough in itself to solve the solar-neutrino problem but
does result in a considerable change in the parameters re-
quired for neutrino oscillations to be the solution.

III. CALCULATION OF NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS

5o
sin20~ = sin200, (2a)

where

b z = [( A —A ~cos28o) + rosin 29o]'~ (2b)

and where ho=I 2
—I

&
is the vacuum neutrino mass2 2

difference and 5& is the rnatter neutrino mass difference
at electron density X, and where A is the effective neutri-

We have used the numerical model to the Sun de-
scribed above to compute neutrino spectra and ernissivi-
ties as a function of radius. We can then numerically
compute the phase of a neutrino as it propagates from its
production site in the Sun through the actual density run
in the solar model arid eventually to Earth. To numeri-
cally calculate the neutrino phase we use a modified ver-
sion of the Parke and %'alker technique. In this method
if l v, ) and l v„)are the neutrino liavor eigenstates
(where lv, ) could equally well be lv„)or lv, )) then the
mass eigenstates lv, ) and lv2) are given by

lvi & =coso~ lv, &
—»no~ lv. &,

Iv, & =sino„lv, &+cose~ lv„&, (lb)

where 0& is the instantaneous matter mixing angle at
electron density ¹ Mikheyev and Srnirnov have shown
that this matter mixing angle is related to the vacuum
mixing angle 6lo by
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A = l. 5184X 10 eV (p Y, )(E /MeV) . (2c)

We note that the resonance condition from Eq. (2b),
A =Aocos20o, determines the density at. resonance for a
given neutrino energy.

The oscillation length at resonance I.
„„

is given by

4~EL„,=
osin20o

F. /MeV
=(247.6 cm)

(b,o/eV )sin28O
(3a)

This oscillation length is to be compared with the charac-
teristic solar density gradient length scalar 5r, at reso-
nance

no mass contribution from the charged-current electron-
neutrino exchange graph for a neutrino of energy E, at
density p (in g cm ) with electron fraction F, :

IV. RESULTS

The free parameters in the Mikheyev-Smirnov-
Wolfenstein (MSW) mechanism are the mass ditference
between the electron neutrino and some other species,
and the mixing angle. A standard solar model of 5.8
SNU's can be made consistent with the observations of
Davis if the parameters fall in a triangular region shown
in Fig. 1(a).

As described above, the MSW theory applied to the
standard solar model results in a solution to the solar-
neutrino problem for a triangular region of parameter
space. The limits of this region are typically set by the
formal uncertainty in the measurement of Davis, Harm-
er, and HoQ'man. We argue that the uncertainties in the
required parameter space are instead due to the uncer-
tainties in the solar model.

%'hile the uncertainties are presented as 3 o. limits,
problems such as opacity are not amenable to assigning
error in a formal sense. As discussed above, accuracy of

d lnp5r = tan20o (3b)

If I„,&(6r the neutrino goes through the resonance adi-
abatically. Parke and Walker have shown that the prob-
ability of detecting a solar neutrino at Earth is

P =
—,
' + ( —,

' —P„)(cos280)( cos28~ ), (4a)

where 0~ refers to the matter mixing angle at the neutri-
no production site in the Sun and P„is the Landau-Zener
probability of a neutrino remaining unchanged through
the resonance: 107

10-6 10-& io& 10 3 io & io & 1PO 10&

sin 29 /cos 28

5rP„=exp
2 I.„, (4b)

103

For neutrinos produced on the far side of the Sun which
go through the resonance twice we employ

(b)

1O-4—

P =
—,
' + [—,

' —(P„,) ][1—2(P„2)]cos(28O)cos(28~ ), (4c)

where P, is the Landau-Zener probability for the second
resonance and P„2corresponds to the first.

For each neutrino produced at radius r in the Sun inP
energy bin E; we compute the appropriate Az. With Az
for each energy bin at point r we compute p„„L„„6r,
and 0& for

p &&(p„„);means 8~ =n/2, .

pz~(p„„);means m'/4~8&~sr/2,

p~ ~(p„„)means 80~8~ &~/4,

pz &&p„, means 0&=0o .

We can then use Eqs. (4a) —(4c) to calculate the figures
shown below.

1O-'—

1O'—
1P 1P 1Q 1Q 1Q 1Q 1P 1Q 1P

sin 29 /cos 28

FIG. 1. (a) "Cl experiment iso-SNU contour plot for the
standard solar model (5.6 SNU) as a function of neutrino mass
di6'erence 6( =m

&

—m 2 ) in eV and sin 20/cos20 where 0 is
the vacuum mixing angle. The dashed contour is 2.1 SNU (the
bold solid contours are at 2.4 SNU and 1.8 SNU, respectively).
The envelope defined by the solid curves gives the result of
Davis, Harmer, and HoQ'man. The other contours are 0.3 SNU
apart. (b) Same as (a) but now the solar opacity has been re-
duced by 15% in the solar model.
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the opacity calculations are assessed by comparing the re-
sults of calculations at Livermore and Los Alamos for a
representative mixture of elements at specified tempera-
tures and densities. The Livermore results are generally
not more than 10% lower than the Los Alamos opacities,
and typically 5% lower in the core. In the absence of any
experimental verification of the calculated opacities this
is the only means of assessing the uncertainty due to opa-
city.

As discussed above, an opacity calculation depends on
several distinct physical processes, each of which is ap-
proximated in some fashion. These codes do utilize fun-
damentally different approximations, but, unfortunately,
are not entirely independent. Comparisons have been
performed, and whenever differences were found, the ap-
proximations were examined to determine the cause.
Modifications then result in a pair of codes that give the
best opacities possible given the physical models used,
but also give similar values. In the face of more precise
observations such as those of solar and stellar pulsations,
concern on the accuracy of the opacity calculations has
risen, and new efforts have begun to calculate opacities.

In the absence of experimental verification, we believe
that actual uncertainty due to the opacity physics is
greater than previous estimates. Igelsias, Rogers, and
Wilson' have only published opacities at lower tempera-
tures than we are concerned with for determining the
neutrino spectrum from the Sun, but they find differences
of )50 Jo. The difference between their calculation and
one from Los Alamos would be less in the core of the
Sun, but even a 15% change in the opacity produces a
considerable effect on the spectrum of neutrinos pro-
duced, and the parameter space required to solve the so-
lar problem.

To illustrate this point we have calculated a model in
which the opacity at temperatures greater than 3 X 10 K
were reduced by 15% (less than the contribution of the
heavy elements to the opacity). This results in a drop of
the solar-neutrino rate to 3.6 SNU, or a drop of 2.2 SNU,
comparable to the limit set by Bahcall, Cleveland, Davis,
and Rowley . As can be seen in Fig. 1(b), the high mixing
angle solutions present in the standard solution no longer
exist. Additionally, the mass difference between neutrino
species has been extended to higher and lower values.
Similar we show iso-SNU plots for a 'Ga experiment for
the standard solar model [Fig. 2(a)], and for the reduced
opacity [Fig. 2(b)]. Neutrino energy spectra for the stan-
dard solar model are shown for various neutrino mixing
parameters in Fig. 3.

The changes in opacities can go both ways, but most of
the modifications in the new opacity efforts are expected
to raise the opacities. Increasing the opacities by an
amount consistent with a 2.2-SNU raise results in a pa-
rameter space for MSW resonance oscillations that is
smaller than the present limits, a triangular region inside
of the one defined for the standard model.

In addition to these results for the Cl and 'Ga exper-
iments, the detection of a solar-neutrino signal from the
Kamiokande detector could be very important in con-
straining v-oscillation parameters. Since the effective
threshold for the Kamiokande detector would be about

10 MeV this experiment samples the high-energy end of
the B neutrino spectrum. Used in combination with the

Cl detector result, a Kamiokande limit or detection
could tell whether or not the high-energy neutrinos have
been adiabatically transformed (Fig. 4). In fact the two
experiments taken together can significantly narrow the
parameter space of vacuum mixing angle and mass
difference, so that a prediction can be made for future
'Ga experiment count rates.

If the effective threshold for the Kamiokande experi-
ment is taken as 10 MeV and a mean count rate of
0.45+. 15 of the total standard solar model 8 neutrino
Aux' is observed then the parameter region for neutrino
oscillations to explain the reduction has a very small
overlap with the parameter region required to explain the

Cl detector result. We show this graphically in an iso-
SNU contour plot for the standard solar model (Fig. 3).
If the Kamiokande results were really as low as 0.45 of
the standard B Aux then the region of overlap with the

Cl experiment solution is centered on b,m =10 eV,
and sin (28)/cos(28)=2X10 . This gives a predicted
'Ga detector count rate of about SS SNU. Even with the

103
(a

106;

10+ 10 3 10 ~ 10 ~ 10o 10~ l 0~

sin 20 /cos29

(b)

|0"t—

10'
106 105 104 103 ~02 101 100 101 102

sin 2e Icos 2e

FIG. 2. (a) 'Ga experiment iso-SNU contour plot for the
standard solar model. Axes are as in Fig. 1(a). Contours are 5
SNU apart. Solid lines denote 75, 100, and 125 SNU's. (b)
Same as (a) but now the solar model has its opacity reduced by
15%.
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FI~. 3.. Neutrino energy spectra for the standard solar model where "B"stands for 8; "F-" for the PEP neutrinos; "7" for 'Be
(two vertical lines); ' N decay gives the dashed curve; "0decay gives the heavy solid curve; the light curve corresponds to the pp neu-

Each figure is labeled by the appropriate S&U count rate for a C and 'Ga experiment and each figure is labeled at the top of
e difference in neutrino masses 6( =m l

—m & ) in eV and by the vacuum mixing angle 0 in radians. The figures are (a) no neutrino
oscillations; (b) a typical adiabatic solution to 'Cl for high-energy neutrinos which leaves the "Ga result high; (c) partial transforma-
tion of the high-energy neutrinos; (d) and (e) partial transformation of high-energy neutrinos and adiabatic transformation of low-

energy neutrinos which give the Cl result but would predict low 'Ga.
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10 3- V. CONCLUSIONS

n 10-'=

10 10~ 10 10~ 10 10 10 ' 10
sin 20 /cos20

10 10

FIG. 4. An iso-SNU contour plot for the standard solar mod-
el in which the shaded area represents the result of Davis,
Harmer, and Housman for the Cl experiment as in Fig. 1(a).
contours are in units of 0.1 of the total standard-model '8 neu-
trino Aux for this threshold. The bold solid lines are for a hy-

pothetical Kamiokande solar neutrino result with a threshold of
10 MeV and count rates between 0.3 and 0.6 of the 'B neutrino
Aux.

Stellar evolution theory has been remarkably successful
in reproducing the luminosity functions observed in clus-
ters, the changes in surface composition observed in vari-
ous types of stars, and in linking various types of stars to-
gether in an evolutionary sequence. From this we believe
that the opacities used are adequate for most astrophysi-
cal applications. The magnitude of the solar-neutrino
problem is however tremendously sensitive to the central
temperature of the Sun, and is afFected by opacity
changes which would not be noticed elsewhere in astron-
omy.

We believe the range of neutrino properties that might
resolve the solar-neutrino problem is limited by the un-
certainty in the solar models, and not the uncertainty of
the detection of Davis, Harmer, and HoA'man. This must
be considered when developing experiments to test the
MSW parameter space.
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